The beauty of black
Convotherm mini black

Advancing Your Ambitions

Convotherm mini black
An eye-catching, high-performance all-rounder
The professional compact Convotherm mini black combi oven is perfect
for front-of-house usage:
	
Whets people’s appetite
With an attractive black design and an extra
large observation window, the mini black is quite
the looker. It’s matte black surface means that
finger prints stay unseen leaving it looking good
all-day long.

	
Makes more possible
Whether you are roasting, grilling, steaming,
regenerating, au gratin cooking, or convenience
deep-frying: The mini black is a true all-rounder
designed to significantly broaden your gastronomic range.

	
Fits everywhere
Amazingly small, only 51.5 cm in width, versatile,
and powerful: Ideal for convenience stores,
bakeries, supermarkets, cafés, and coffee shops
where space really counts.

	
Is there for you all day
Breakfast, lunch, snacks 24/7 – the mini black
can handle anything, and can be used to prepare
a variety of dishes simultaneously.

Convotherm mini black
Absolutely perfect for your
gastronomic endeavors
Convotherm mini black combi ovens shine anywhere
where versatility, speed, ease of use, and reliability are needed.

	Small size, big view
Despite a small width of only 51.5 cm, the
Convotherm mini black features a meticulously
thought-out interior design that creates an
incredibly large cooking chamber for efficient
food preparation. It fits perfectly into counter
areas and can be ideally combined with other
equipment.

Convotherm mini black
So that your customers
can enjoy every bite

	A good looker
With its new design, the mini black complements
the Convotherm product range. Being matte
black, the combi oven is perfect for use
alongside other Welbilt appliances such as the
Merrychef eikon® e2s Trend black.
	Unbeatable ease of use
Whether using the standard manual control panel
or the extremely user-friendly easyTouch® full
touchscreen: The intuitive and self-explanatory
controls on the Convotherm mini black make it
easy even for untrained and frequently rotating
staff to get things done quickly.

*

For easyTouch® units only
	Comes as standard with easyTouch® units;
optional for standard units

**

	Automatic cooking and baking
With easyStart, you can get started immediately
in six different product categories. Preheating,
temperature compensation, such as when the
door is opened, and selection of cooking modes
are automatic. Smart cooking profiles provide
you with suitable suggestions for efficient mixed
loads. This allows every team member to carry
out routine operations independently after only
a brief training.*
	
Perfect baking with BakePro
The multi-stage baking profile BakePro ensures
best results and a longer shelf life due to fixed,
optimal preparation sequences for different
products. A further advantage: Maximum
capacity utilization saves time and money and
ensures maximum product availability even at
peak times.*
	Fully automatic cleaning
The fully automatic cleaning ConvoClean system
ensures effortless cleanliness for the Convotherm
mini black. The new express cleaning system
enables ten-minute cleaning that is perfect for
peak hours and in between times.* With the
CareStep rinsing function, the cooking chamber
always leaves a dazzling impression on the
customer.**
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The mini series

6.06 mini black easyTouch®
(6 x 2/3 GN)

6.06 mini black Standard
(6 x 2/3 GN)

6.10 mini black easyTouch®
(6 x 1/1 GN)

6.10 mini black Standard
(6 x 1/1 GN)

A wide variety of accessories.
Perfectly fine-tuned for your needs.

10.10 mini black easyTouch®
(10 x 1/1 GN)

10.10 mini black Standard
(10 x 1/1 GN)

Wall bracket
This convenient wall bracket can be used to
mount the Convotherm mini on a suitable wall
and save a considerable amount of space.

Comprehensive and well-engineered accessories
make working with the Convotherm mini even easier,
more efficient, and more convenient:
Sheet pans and oven racks
Stainless steel sheet pans and oven racks
with a non-stick coating for the Convotherm
mini are available in GN sizes and standard
patisserie sizes.

Stands
The stands for the Convotherm mini are made
of high-quality stainless steel and ensure that
maximum hygiene standards can be easily
complied with. They provide stability and are
available as mobile models upon request.

Stacking kit
Two Convotherm minis on top of each other
– there is hardly a better way to double your
output without taking up additional floor space.
Available with or without casters and drawers
for cleaning agents.

Cleaning agents and care products
All Convotherm cleaning and care products are
optimally balanced for use with the ConvoClean
system, biodegradable, halal and kosher
certified.

Your dealer:

Welbilt offers fully-integrated kitchen systems and our products are
backed by KitchenCare® aftermarket parts and service. Welbilt’s portfolio
of award-winning brands includes Cleveland™, Convotherm®, Delfield®,
fitkitchenSM, Frymaster®, Garland®, Kolpak®, Lincoln™, Manitowoc®,
Merco®, Merrychef® and Multiplex®.
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